Abstract—The continuous increase of the operating frequency and density of integrated circuits leads to consider single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) as the most promising candidates for future interconnect technology because of their high current-carrying capacity and conductivity in the nanoscale, and immunity to electromigration. Several modeling methods for SWCNT and MWCNT interconnects has been based on the multiconductor transmission line (MTL) theory. These methods are limited to nanostructures with predefined values of electrical and geometrical parameters. Since process technology continues to scale downward and physical interconnect dimensions become smaller, the impact of design parameters (e.g. layout features) on the system behavior has to be carefully investigated for a successful design by performing of design space exploration, optimization and variability analysis. These design activities require multiple system simulations for different values of design parameters and using MTL-based solvers is not an efficient choice. Parametric macromodels can be used to accurately and efficiently model these parameter effects, avoiding the brute-force use of MTL-based solvers.

Index Terms—Single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), nano-interconnects, parametric macromodeling, transmission line modeling, crosstalk, transient analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing progress of very-large-scale integration (VLSI) technology enabled the continuous improvement of the processing speed of electronic circuits. Considering the progressive miniaturization and scaling of semiconductor devices, the need for longer, thinner, and faster interconnects with lower power consumption has become more pronounced. Copper-based interconnects are facing great challenges to satisfy design specifications (reliability, propagation features, crosstalk, etc.) when physical dimensions are scaled down to the nanoscale range. The inherent limitations in metallic interconnections are seriously threatening the future of traditional VLSI industry.

Over the last years, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted a lot of attention as the most promising candidates for future interconnect technology due to their outstanding electrical, thermal properties and and large-current carrying capability [1]–[5]. The high dc resistance associated with an isolated single-wall CNT (SWCNT) [1] suggests the use of bundles consisting of numerous parallel connected SWCNTs [5]–[9]. Nevertheless, the limits in the selective growth of metallic SWCNTs with controlled morphology makes the use of multi-wall CNTs (MWCNTs), a viable solution for intermediate and long interconnects. Interconnects are fundamental subsystems of complex integrated circuits and require to be properly designed, since from the early design stage they can seriously limit transmission data rates or increase the bit error rate beyond acceptable limits. Accurate and efficient modeling of CNT-based interconnections is fundamental to properly analyze and investigate their performances. SWCNT bundles have also been considered as an alternative to copper to constitute via interconnects [10]. In [11], the electrical behavior of vias based on CNT bundles, either SWCNT or MWCNT, are investigated taking the effects of size, temperature, chirality and frequency into account in a consistent way.

Different modeling techniques for SWCNTs and MWCNTs have been based on multiconductor transmission line (MTL) theory in the frequency-domain [12]–[16]. More advanced transmission line models have been proposed in [17], [18] accounting for intershell tunneling and dispersive effects in MWCNTs. Intershell tunneling will not be considered in this work.

CNTs have also been considered to constitute nanoantennas. Their performances have been deeply analyzed in [19]–[24]. It has been proven that CNTs offer control of the polarization state, radiation pattern and gain. In the Terahertz frequency range, quantum mechanical conductivity derived in [19] needs to be considered, since it accounts for interband transitions ignored in the semiclassical analysis. In this paper, the analysis will be restricted up to 1 THz so that the semiclassical conductivity can be considered a good approximation of the full quantum conductivity [25].

When the number of SWCNTs in each bundle increases and the length of the interconnect exceeds some tens of microns, the standard techniques based on the MTL theory suffer from model complexity ad accuracy limitations. To mitigate the problem of the complexity of the overall MTL model related to the increasing number of nanotubes, approximate formulations have been proposed based on the equivalent single conductor (ESC) distributed circuit in the frequency-domain [16], [26]–[28]. Unfortunately, the approximations used to speed-up the simulation time leads to loss of accuracy especially in the case
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of long interconnects for frequencies exceeding some tens of GHz [28]. Also, the intrinsic frequency-domain formulation does not allow a seamless integration of the interconnect model with non-linear drivers and receivers, which is fundamental for signal integrity and crosstalk analysis. Recently, a novel technique for SWCNTs has been proposed in [29], which allows overcoming all the limits exhibited by the other techniques. It is able to construct accurate and efficient models of large SWCNTs interconnects, while system properties such as stability and passivity are guaranteed for a suitable time-domain analysis (e.g. in time-domain circuit simulator such as SPICE-like solvers [30]) needed for signal integrity and crosstalk analysis. This method can be extended to MWCNTs and MWCNTs bundles, considering that the only difference relies on the computation of the per-unit-length (p.u.l.) parameters [16], [31].

During the design of nanointerconnects it is very important to predict the response of the circuit under study as a function of design parameters, such as fluctuations in the critical dimensions of the layout. A typical design process includes design space exploration, optimization, variability analysis, and therefore it requires repeated simulations for different design parameter values (see Fig. 1).

![Diagram of SWCNT bundles and MWCNT](image)

Fig. 1. Geometric configuration of two SWCNT bundles and an MWCNT above a ground plane.

Using MTL-based solvers to perform these design activities is not an efficient choice, since each MTL-based simulation may be expensive for large SWCNTs and MWCNTs. A recent method [31] proposes to model the relation between the time delay at 50% of MWCNT-based interconnects and some design parameters using a polynomial model that interpolates the results of numerical simulations performed applying the ESC model for an MWCNT. This polynomial model is then used in an optimization process to identify the minimum number of shells of an MWCNT required to guarantee a time delay at 50% lower than that one associated with a conventional copper-based nanointerconnect.

Parametric macromodels can be used to accurately and efficiently model the effects of design parameters variations on the system behavior, avoiding the brute-force use of MTL-based solvers. These models are able to describe the complex behavior of SWCNTs and MWCNTs at the input/output ports (e.g. scattering, admittance and impedance input-output representations) as a function of frequency (time) and additional design parameters. Therefore, parametric macromodels are more general than the approach in [31] and can be used for several design activities (e.g. design space exploration, optimization, variability analysis). The accuracy, compactness and preservation of system properties (e.g. stability and passivity) are fundamental and required features of parametric macromodels. Over the years, some parametric macromodeling techniques able to guarantee stability and passivity over the design space of interest have been proposed [32]–[37].

The parametric macromodeling method proposed in [37] generates accurate parametric macromodels whose size is not affected by the number of design parameters in addition to frequency. It leads to efficient and compact models. Stability and passivity are preserved over the design space of interest. This technique is based on an innovative interpolation approach based on positive interpolation operators, frequency scaling coefficients and linear least-square problems.

This paper proposes a parametric macromodeling method for the efficient design of CNT-based interconnects (SWCNTs and MWCNTs). First, a set of frequency-domain data samples of a compact admittance representation are computed using the method [29] over a set of design parameter values. Then, a parametric macromodel is built using these initial data by means of the algorithm described [37] to accurately and efficient describe the effect of design parameters on the behavior of nanointerconnects.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II recalls the modeling method [29] to get a compact admittance representation of SWCNTs and MWCNTs systems. Section III proposes a parametric macromodeling method for SWCNTs and MWCNTs structures. Pertinent numerical results in frequency- and time-domain validate the proposed methodology in Section IV. The conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. MODELING OF SWCNTS AND MWCNTS

This section briefly describes the method presented in [29] and extends it for MWCNTs. A more detailed description can be found in [29] and it is not repeated here. Consider a nanointerconnect constituted by \( N_b \) bundles, where each bundle is constituted by \( N_c^b \) SWCNTs, so that the global number of nanotubes is \( N_c = N_b N_c^b \). Once the impedance parameters are
matrix $Z$ is obtained through the exact MTL theory [38] or modal decompositon [39] starting from p.u.l. parameters, the additional resistance $R_i$ of a metallic SWCNT can be incorporated [29]:

$$Z_i(s) = Z(s) + \text{diag}(R_i)_{2N_c \times 2N_c} \quad (1)$$

The global impedance matrix $Z(s)$ can be converted into the admittance form $Y(s)$ in the frequency domain as:

$$Y_i(j\omega_t) = Z^{-1}_i(j\omega_t), \quad \omega_t = 2\pi f_t, t = 1, \ldots, N_f$$

where $N_f$ denotes the number of frequency samples. Two conditions can be enforced based on the observation that, within each bundle, the nanotubes are connected in parallel:

1) the port voltage is common to all nanotubes within each bundle

$$V_0(j\omega_t) = V_{0,i}(j\omega_t), \quad i = 1, \ldots, N_c^b \quad (3a)$$

$$V_t(j\omega_t) = V_{t,i}(j\omega_t), \quad i = 1, \ldots, N_c^b \quad (3b)$$

2) the global current at the input and output port of each bundle is the sum of the currents through each nanotube within each bundle

$$I_0(j\omega_t) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_c^b} I_{0,i}(j\omega_t), \quad i = 1, \ldots, N_c^b \quad (4a)$$

$$I_t(j\omega_t) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_c^b} I_{t,i}(j\omega_t), \quad i = 1, \ldots, N_c^b \quad (4b)$$

for each frequency sample $\omega_t$. Hence, the $N_b$ bundles can be represented as a $2N_b$ port system whose admittance matrix representation, for each frequency sample, reads:

$$\begin{bmatrix} I_0(j\omega_t) \\ I_t(j\omega_t) \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} Y_{1,11}(j\omega_t) & Y_{1,12}(j\omega_t) \\ Y_{1,21}(j\omega_t) & Y_{1,22}(j\omega_t) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} V_0(j\omega_t) \\ V_t(j\omega_t) \end{bmatrix}, \quad (5)$$

where each sub-block $\tilde{Y}_{t,m,n}(j\omega_t), m, n = 1, 2$ is obtained summing the entries of a order-$N_c^b$ sub-block of the matrix $Y_t(j\omega_t)$ (2).

A time-domain macromodel can be easily obtained by applying the Vector Fitting (VF) technique [40] to the admittance matrix (5):

$$\tilde{Y}_t(s) = C_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{C_n}{s - p_n}. \quad (6)$$

It is to be noted that the fitting process is extremely fast since it is applied to a reduced number of ports. The stability of a rational macromodel obtained by means of the VF method is ensured by a simple pole-flipping scheme [40], while its passivity [41] is not guaranteed and must be checked and enforced by means of standard techniques (see e.g. [42], [43]). Stability and passivity are fundamental for carrying out stable time-domain analysis (e.g. in time-domain circuit simulator such as SPICE-like solvers [30]).

The corresponding state-space form for the rational macromodel can be written as:

$$\dot{x}(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), \quad (7a)$$

$$\dot{i}(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t), \quad (7b)$$

using standard realization methods [44], [45], where $A \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times p}, B \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times P_{sys}}, C \in \mathbb{R}^{P_{sys} \times p}, D \in \mathbb{R}^{P_{sys} \times P_{sys}}, p$ is the number of states, $P_{sys}$ denote the number of ports of the system. In the case under analysis, the input and output vectors correspond to port voltages $v(t)$ and currents $i(t)$, respectively.

Each bundle is assumed to be terminated on current sources and voltage-driven lumped linear and nonlinear elements, which can be described by the following equation:

$$\dot{i}(t) = i_s(t) - G_{term}v(t) - C_{term} \frac{dv(t)}{dt} - f(v(t)), \quad (8)$$

where $v(t)$ and $i(t)$ are the port voltages and currents, the matrices $G_{term}, C_{term}$ model linear resistive and capacitative terminations, respectively, and $f(v(t))$ describes lumped nonlinear components. The global nonlinear system (7)-(8) can be solved by using standard techniques [46].

This modeling method can be extended to MWNTs and MWCNTs bundles, considering that the only difference relies on the computation of the p.u.l. parameters [16], [31].

### III. Parametric Macromodeling of SWCNTs and MWCNTs

In Section II, we have discussed how to create a compact admittance matrix (5) for interconnects composed of bundles of SWCNTs and MWCNTs using the approach in [29]. This representation only depends on the Laplace variable $s$. If design parameters $g = (g^{(m)})_{m=1}^M$ (such as layout features of the nanotubes) are taken into account in the modeling process, then parametric macromodels can be used to build a multidimensional representation of $Y_t(s, g)$.

The parametric macromodeling method described in [37] is able to build a parametric macromodel in the form:

$$R(s, g) = C_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{C_n}{s - p_n(g)} \quad (9)$$

or equivalently

$$R(s, g) = C(g)(sI - A(g))^{-1}B(g) + D(g) \quad (10)$$

starting from a set of multivariate data samples $\{(s_i, g_k), \tilde{Y}_t(s_i, g_k)\}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N_i, \quad k = 1, \ldots, K_{tot}$ which depend on the complex frequency $s = j\omega$ and $g$. Two design space data grids are used in the modeling process: an estimation grid and a validation grid. The estimation grid is utilized to build a parametric macromodel. The validation grid is used to validate the modeling capability of the parametric macromodel in a set of points of the design space previously not used for its construction. The design space contains all parameters $g$. To clarify the use of these two design space grids, we show in Fig. 2 a possible estimation and validation design space grid in the case of two design parameters $g = (g^{(1)}, g^{(2)})$. 
Fig. 2. An example of estimation and validation design space grid.

As a first step in [37], the design space is divided into cells: hyperrectangles (regular grids) [47] or simplices (regular and scattered grids) [48]. We indicate a cell region of the design space as $\Omega_k$, $i = 1, \ldots, P$ and the corresponding vertices as $g^{(i)}_{k}$, $k = 1, \ldots, Q$. For each cell a reference macromodel is computed in the form

$$
R(s, g^{(i)}_{k}) = C_0(g^{(i)}_{k}) + \sum_{n=1}^{N(\Omega_i)} \frac{C_n(g^{(i)}_{k})}{s\alpha(g^{(i)}_{k}) - p_{ref,n}(\Omega_i)}
$$

(11)

using the data samples $\tilde{Y}_i(s, g^{(i)}_{k})$, the VF method, optimization steps, linear least-squares solutions and passivity enforcement techniques [37]. Each design space cell is described by its reference poles $p_{ref,n}(\Omega_i)$, vertex frequency scaling coefficients, residues and direct terms $\alpha(g^{(i)}_{k}), C_n(g^{(i)}_{k}), C_0(g^{(i)}_{k})$, $k = 1, \ldots, Q$. The reference poles are computed at one cell vertex (reference point) for which $\alpha = 1$.

The next step is building a parametric macromodel $R(s, g)$ using suitable interpolation schemes that are applied to vertex frequency scaling coefficients, residues and direct terms for each design space cell. If the response of the system under modeling needs to be computed at a specific point $\tilde{g}$ of a design space cell $\tilde{\Omega}$, the frequency scaling coefficients $\alpha(\tilde{g})$, residues $C_n(\tilde{g})$, direct terms $C_0(\tilde{g})$ are interpolated in $\tilde{g}$ and a rational model

$$
R(s, \tilde{g}) = C_0(\tilde{g}) + \sum_{n=1}^{N(\tilde{\Omega})} \frac{C_n(\tilde{g})}{s\alpha(\tilde{g}) - p_{ref,n}(\tilde{\Omega})}
$$

(12)

is obtained [37].

It is important to highlights that the method described in [37] is able to generate parametric macromodels whose size is not increasing with the number of design parameters, therefore the model compactness for high-dimensional design spaces is preserved. Stability and passivity are preserved over the entire design space of interest, which allows performing stable time-domain simulations for different values of the design parameters.

Frequency-domain data samples of the compact admittance matrix (5) corresponding to estimation and validation design space points are the estimation and validation data used to build and validate a parametric macromodel. To generate those data samples over the estimation and validation design space points, an initial computational effort is needed to compute the impedance matrix $Z$ through the exact MTL theory [38] or modal decomposition [39] and then to apply the method [29]. Once the parametric macromodel is created and validated, it becomes an accurate and efficient surrogate of the original system and can be used for each related design space exploration, optimization and variability analysis in the design space defined during the construction of the parametric macromodel. Multiple uses of the parametric macromodel in design activities makes the corresponding computational effort for the model generation negligible.

For a parametric macromodel (9)-(10), the corresponding parametric state-space equivalent form can be written as:

$$
\dot{x}(t, g) = A(g)x(t, g) + B(g)v(t, g),
$$

(13a)

$$
i(t, g) = C(g)x(t, g) + D(g)v(t, g),
$$

(13b)

with termination equations:

$$
i(t, g) = i_s(t) - g_{term}v(t, g) - C_{term}\frac{dv(t, g)}{dt} - f(v(t, g)).
$$

(14)

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In what follows, two pertinent examples have been considered with frequency- and time-domain numerical results parameterized as a function of suitable design parameters. The SWCNTs are assumed to be all conductive within each bundle and semiconducting tubes are neglected [16].

The results of the proposed parametric macromodel approach in time-domain are compared with those obtained by applying the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to the frequency-domain spectra of port currents and voltages computed by the rigorous transmission line theory and a proper combination of $Y_t(s)$ and terminations. The time-domain integration of the parametric macromodels is carried out by means of the Backward Euler algorithm [49].

The worst case of the error function:

$$
Err(R(s, g), H(s, g)) = \max_{i,j} \sqrt{\frac{1}{N_f} \sum_{i=1}^{N_i} \left| R(s_i, g) - H(s_i, g) \right|^2}
$$

(15)

$i = 1, \ldots, P_{sys}, j = 1, \ldots, P_{sys}$

over the validation grid is chosen to assess the accuracy and quality of parametric macromodels:

$$
g_{\text{max}} = \arg\max_{g \in \text{validation grid}} Err(R(s, g), H(s, g))
$$

(16)
where \( H(s, g) \) is \( \tilde{Y}_t(s, g) \). In the numerical results, we denote \( \tilde{Y}_t \) as \( Y \) for ease of notation.

All numerical experiments were performed using Matlab R2009A [50] and on Windows platform equipped with Intel Core2 Extreme CPU Q9300 2.53 GHz and 8 GB RAM.

### A. 3D model of an MWCNT

In this first example, an MWCNT of 4 shells is considered. The radius of the n-th shell is given by \( r_n = r + (n-1)\delta \) with \( \delta = 0.34 \) nm. Three design parameters are considered in addition to frequency, namely the height above the reference plane \( h \), the radius of the first shell \( r \) and the length \( L \) of the interconnect. Table I shows their corresponding ranges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency [GHz]</td>
<td>1 kHz</td>
<td>1 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height [nm]</td>
<td>35 nm</td>
<td>65 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius [nm]</td>
<td>5 nm</td>
<td>20 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length [m]</td>
<td>0.5 ( \mu )m</td>
<td>1.5 ( \mu )m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The technique [29] has been used to evaluate the admittance parameters \( Y(s, h, r, L) \) for 201 logarithmically spaced frequency samples over an estimation grid of \( 4 \times 4 \times 4 \) \((h, r, L)\) samples and a validation grid of \( 3 \times 3 \times 3 \) \((h, r, L)\) samples. The method [37] is used to build a 4-D model using a multilinear interpolation scheme in the parameterization steps. The error defined in (17) is equal to 0.0056.

Figs. 3-4 show the magnitude of the parametric macromodel of \( Y_{11}(s, h, r, L) \) for \( h = 50 \) nm, \( r = 12.5 \) nm and of \( Y_{12}(s, h, r, L) \) for \( h = 50 \) nm, \( L = 1 \) \( \mu \)m. Fig. 5 compares \( Y_{11}(s, h, r, L) \) and its model for the validation values \( h = 50 \) nm, \( r = 12.5 \) nm, \( L = \{0.67, 1.33\} \) nm. These results show that the parametric macromodel is able to accurately describe the system behavior as a function of frequency and multiple design parameters. The CPU time needed to compute one frequency sample using the parametric macromodel is equal to 97 \( \mu \)s, which confirms the high model efficiency for design activities that require multiple simulations.

### B. 2D model of four bundles of SWCNTs

In this second example, four parallel bundles of SWCNTs, each of 52 nanotubes, are considered. The inter-tube distance is \( \delta = 0.34 \) nm, the lattice constant is \( D = 1.14 \) nm and the spacing between the bundles is \( S = 25 \) nm. The length of the bundles is \( L = 30 \) \( \mu \)m. We consider two design parameters in addition to frequency, namely the height above the reference plane \( h \) and the radius of each nanotube \( r \). Their corresponding ranges are shown in Table II.

The admittance parameters \( Y(s, h, r) \) have been computed by means of the method [29] for 201 logarithmically spaced frequency sample over an estimation grid of \( 5 \times 5 \) \((h, r)\) samples and a validation grid of \( 4 \times 4 \) \((h, r)\) samples. The method [37] is used to build a 3-D model. The multilinear
interpolation scheme is used in the parameterization steps. The error defined in (17) is equal to 0.0038.

Figs. 6-7 show the magnitude of the parametric macromodel of $Y_{11}(s, h, r)$ for $h = 96.25$ nm and of $Y_{18}(s, h, r)$ for $r = 0.5875$ nm. Fig. 8 compares $Y_{11}(s, h, r)$ and its model for the validation values $r = \{0.4625, 0.5875, 0.7125, 0.8375\}$ nm, $h = 96.25$ nm. A good agreement between the model and data can be observed over the design space of interest. As in the previous example, the model is very efficient to be evaluated and the CPU time needed to compute one frequency sample is equal to 148 $\mu$s.

Since the parametric macromodel is stable and passive over the design space, some time-domain simulations have been performed. The first bundle is excited at the input port by two voltage pulses with amplitude 100 mV, rise time $\tau_r = 1$ ps and pulse width equal to 20 ps (see Fig. 9). All input ports are terminated by a resistance equal to 15 k$\Omega$, while the output ports are terminated by a capacitance equal to 0.1 fF.

Fig. 10 shows the transient voltage at the input port closest to the voltage source (near-end crosstalk). The model results are in a good agreement with those of the IFFT. These numerical results show the accuracy of the parametric macromodel in both frequency- and time-domain. The capability of the model to guarantee overall stability and passivity results in efficient and stable parameterized time-domain simulations.
V. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed an efficient and robust methodology to study the effect of design parameters variations on the performances of CNT-based interconnects by means of parametric macromodels. This work presents novel design tools that can provide significant speed-ups avoiding the brute-force use of MTL-based solvers, while maintaining a high accuracy. Pertinent examples have been considered with parameterized frequency- and time-domain numerical results to validate the proposed approach.
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